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Session One: What Is A Parable? Series Introduction  
 
Prayer 
 
Welcome to the series 

 Why do a series?    

 A new way to do adult formation in our digital and personal-preference driven age.  

 The last one was well-received. 
 
What is the format?  

 12 videos, around 30 minutes each.  

 You do not need to watch them, you can listen- there will not be visual aids or maps.  

 Like the prior series on John, the content will be a mix of biblical analysis as well as 
reflections and lessons much like a homily.  

 
What is required? 

 Nothing.  But, you might like a Bible.  Recommend the Revised New American Bible.  

 If you want written notes to follow, they will be on the website to download.  

 It might be helpful to listen again to the Session One of the Signs of John Series to hear 
again my explanations about the unique nature of the Gospels as inspired literature.  

 
What will this series cover?  

 Some of the many parables found in Matthew, Mark, and Luke 
 
Main Topic:  What is a parable and how are they important then and now?  
 
What is a parable?  

 Teaching stories or sayings offered by Jesus in Matthew, Mark, and Luke’s Gospels  

 John’s Gospel does not contain parables.  Mark only contains a few.  Matthew and Luke 
provide us with the bulk of them, and many are shared between them.  

 
As a literary form:  
 

 “Parable” as a term covers a wide variety of sayings, including things like allegories, 
proverbs, wise sayings about life.  They are wisdom literature.  They are sage like a 
grandparent is sage.  

 What is an allegory?  A story where the literal figures or events represent another layer 
of meanings symbolically.  

 

 They involve the comparison of Christian truths and outlook with the events of everyday 
life.  
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 Most of the parables rely upon a carefully crafted twist on what is expected; a surprise 
that both draws the curiosity of the listener, forcing a turn of perspective 

 The twist illustrates or reveals God, breaking through the hardness of the heart or the 
veneer of complacency about God 

 The parables are told in the language and imagery of the day and what is familiar to the 
people. Most are heavy with agricultural imagery. 

 From Origen: “Not even the whole world itself could contain the books that might be 
written to clarify and develop the parables. But it may happen that a receptive heart will 
grasp something of them.”  
 

Parables are often deliberately NOT literal.  Therefore they contain the possibility of being 
misunderstood.   

 Was true then and now.  

 Important to note that Jesus himself in a few instances explains his own parables in the 
Gospels, most notably in Mark, Chapter 4 with the Parable of the Sower.  

 He explains why he uses them (with a nod to Isaiah): Matt 13:10-17; 13:34-35 

 As Matthew organizes his text, Jesus turns to parables after he has faced skepticism and 
rejection from the general masses and crowds.    

 “They have hardened themselves against his clear teachings,” (RNAB Matthew Gospel 
intro), so he turns to stories instead, and he directs his parables mainly to his closer 
followers.  

 
 
Parables defined from a doctrinal perspective:  

 Catechism of the Catholic Church number 546:  

 Parables are unique teaching feature of Jesus, with a two-fold movement or thrust:  
o One: They proclaim his kingdom, or his “reigning” of God immersed in our world.  

God is here. 
o Two: They “are a mirror for man,” reflecting us back to ourselves, so that we can 

make a choice for Christ.  

 Thus:  they present God to us, and they present ourselves to us.  Each of the two modes 
of presentation is offered to convert the heart and foster salvation.  

 

 Parables therefore are directed at conversion.  This is their point.   

 As such each one is a perfect mini-version of the whole Gospel who goal and aim is also 
conversion of the listener.  

 
Some Reasons Why Important: 
 
To evangelize and convert:  

 An evangelization tool then and now: stories by nature pull in the listener 

 A tool to foster conversion then and now.  
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 We should learn them well and use them today in the same way Jesus used them back 
then: share the story and let the story speak for itself, and the listener be moved.   

 Great example:  the parable of the Prodigal Son.   

 We can write essays on the definition of mercy and forgiveness, or, we can simply recite 
this beautiful and moving parable.  

 
Parables explain life: 

 one reason the first Christians held on to the stories is because they helped offer an 
answer to a painful question:  why did some accept the Kingdom and others reject it? 

 The parables lay bare the basic blessing and challenge of human freedom, and of God’s 
intentional subtlety about revealing himself to us.   

 
Parables demonstrate that faith is concrete, not abstract 

 Parables mean among other things that a Christian view of the world (which is shown in 
the concrete details of the parables) is possible, and leads to a DIFFERENT way of life.   

 A different outlook leads to different behaviors.  

 The parables are about demonstrating how a believer lives and views things differently 
than a non-believer.  

 The parables mean that God is active in the world.  Now.  Not passive, not a historical 
figment.  The parables are an expression of an actual pattern that is at work even to 
today: God is continually at work in the world. 

 
 
 
What are the parables in this series?  

 The sower of the seed in Mark’s Gospel  

 The Good Samaritan in the Gospel of Luke 

 Two prayer parables from Luke:  the persistent widow, and the pharisee and tax 
collector 

 Three parables from the end of Matthew’s Gospel:  the workers in the vineyard, the 
wise and foolish virgins, and the judging of the nations.  

 
 
How will we analyze them?   

 A mix of literary critical method, especially in the context of their own Gospel author, 
Matthew, Mark, or Luke 

 and also taking our cue from the Catechism to analyze the two main revelations:  what 
do they reveal about the Kingdom of God and of God himself, and what do they reveal 
about us.  

 What choice for conversion do they require of us?  
 
End of session ONE 
  


